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Predict a Number from 1 to 100
using an add and subtract method

Card 1

89888685838280797776

74737170686765646261

59585655535250494746

43

28

13

91

31

16

1 14111087542

2926252322201917

1009897

4441403837353432

C1959492

Card 3

88878685848379787776

75747069686766656160

59585756525150494847

42

29

13

92

31

15

2 14121176543

3025242322212016

9796

4341403938343332

C3959493
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Card 9

1009998

91908988878676757473

72717069686766656463

62616059494847464544

42

32

13

92

34

15

5 141211109876

3322212019181716

9796

4341403938373635

C9959493

Card 27

100999897969567666564

63626160595857565554

53525150494847464544

42

32

22

34

24

14 2321201918171615

3331302928272625

4341403938373635

C27
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Card 81

100999897969594939291

90898887868584838281

80797877767574737271

69

59

49

61

51

41 5048474645444342

6058575655545352

7068676665646362

C81
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Predict a Number from 1 to 100
using an add and subtract method

Procedure:  

Note:  These cards use addition and subtraction of key numbers to find the selected number.

Cut out the 5 cards.  Cut the cards so the title card 1,  card 3 ect. is not on the cut out card

Ask a student to think of a number from 1 to 100 inclusive.  You then hand the student the 5 cards . 
You ask the student to look at the cards and find the cards that have their number on it.  Tell them that 
their number may not be on all the cards.  Be sure to ask them to look closely at the cards so they do 
not miss a number on one of the cards.  Ask the student to hand you each card that has their 
number on it one card at a time and to tell you if the number they selected is red or black.  
After the cards with their number on them have been given back and the color of the number has 
been stated you announce their exact number!

How itʼs done:

As they hand you a card that has their number on it keep the cards divided into 2 groups one group of 
cards has their number in red and the other group has their number in black. Add the key number for 
each of the crds whose number was black and add the key card numbers of the cards whose number 
was in red.   Their number will be the black total minus the red total.   For these cards that key number 
is in the lower right corner as C1 ,C3 , C9 , C27 or C81.  

Example 1

The student picks 50   

They hand you 1 cards with their number in black.  
The the key numbers for this card is 81

They hand you 3 cards with their number in red.  
The sum of the key numbers for these cards are 1 + 3+ 27 = 31

Their number is  the black key number minus the sum of the red key number  81  – 31 = 50

Their number is  50
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Predict a Number from 1 to 100  with a different base

100979593918987

85828078767472696765

61

39

18

44

22

1 201613119753

4137353331292624

6359575452504846

989594919087

86828178777473706766

62

39

18

45

22

2 2117141110763

4238353431302625

6359585453504946

989796

91908988837877767570

68

42

20

48

22

4 2119141312765

4741403534333227

6963626160555049
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989796

95949392838281807970

68

42

24

52

26

8 252314131211109

5141403938373627

6967666564555453

100

99838281807978777675

73

48

23

50

25

15 2422212019181716

4947464544432726

7472715554535251

10099989796

95949392919089888786

84

46

36

48

38

28 3735343332313029

4745444342414039

8555545352515049
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10099989796

95949392919089888786

84

74

64

76

66

56 6563626160595857

7573727170696867

8583828180797877
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Predict a Number from 1 to 100 with a different base
 

Procedure:

Cut out the 7 cards.

Ask a student to think of a number from 1 to 100 inclusive.  You then hand the student all 7 cards . You 
ask the student to look at all the cards and hand you all the cards that have their number on it.  Tell them 
that their number may not be on all the cards.  Be sure to ask them to look closely at the cards so they 
do not miss a number on one of the cards.  After the cards with their number on them have been 
given back you announce their exact number!

How itʼs done:

Find the smallest number on each of the cards given to you.  For these cards the smallest number is 
in the top left square.  Add up those numbers.  The total will be the number that they thought of.

Example 1:

The student picks 30.  The student hands you 2 cards   
 
The smallest number on one card  is 2
The smallest number on the other card  is 28

Their number is  28 + 2  =  30

Example 2:

The student picks 68.  The student hands you 2 cards   
 
The smallest number on one card  is 4
The smallest number on the second card  is 8
The smallest number on the third card  is 56

Their number is  56 + 8 + 4  =  68
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